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 Since the resurgence of the interest in the continental reformers during the last centuries, 
the influences these divines had upon the Reformation in England have long been 
discussed in the varied context. In the course of discussion, however, the question was 
raised whether the theological framework of the English Reformation was the result of an 
indigenous attempt ― whether, that is, without totally denying foreign influence, the 
building of the fully reformed church reflected predominantly the English reformers’ own 
studies of biblical and patristic sources, or whether it drew its major theological impetus 
and imagination from various continental examples, most notably from the Swiss 
Reformed traditions.  
On the government level, as is often claimed, the Reformation in England was simply an 
endeavour to establish a national church with a uniform order of liturgy and other 
practices, ruling out foreign intervention supposedly on the ground of religion, both 
Catholic and Protestant, in English affairs. In this view the English religious settlement 
was almost identified with the pronouncement of English sovereignty. There appears to be 
an amount of truth in each of these analyses. Today no conscientious student of history 
doubts that some significant contributions were made by continental divines, especially by 
those belonging to the Reformed circle. Heinrich Bullinger’s name should be included 
among those heavyweight reformers, such as Martin Bucer and Peter Martyr Vermigli 
whose sojourns in England helped to shape the course of reform one way or the other. 
 
I. Zurich antistes, Anglo-Zurichers and the Edwardian Reformation 
 
While some historians placed minimal significance on Bullinger’s possible contributions in 
England, others went to the extreme of claiming in some cases that the Zurich antistes 
provided the theological norm for the established church there. Walter Phillips briefly 
referred to this possible overemphasis upon the role played by Bullinger on the part of 
some Anglo-American historians who, according to Phillips, had protested against a 
tendency in the English Reformation historiography to overlook Bullinger and Zurich and 
to ascribe greater influence to Jean Calvin’s Geneva.1) 
A few questions need to be raised concerning some of the conclusions so far reached by the 
studies of Bullinger’s relationship with England. First of all, some of the conventional 
research on this subject made an uncritical use of the reports given by Anglo-Zurichers 
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during the reign of Edward VI and from the nonconformist platform in the Elizabethan 
period, many of which are printed in the Parker Society’s edition of Original Letters and 
Zurich Letters.2) One needs to decipher to what extent Bullinger accepted the views 
presented by Zurich sympathizers in England. 
On the other hand, other scholars stress Bullinger’s contributions to the Elizabethan 
religious settlement by identifying Bullinger’s alleged ‘erastian’ thought with the position 
of the established church in England. This view is especially popular among those who 
studied Bullinger’s involvement in the Elizabethan vestiarian controversy, the publications 
of his Refutatio of the papal bull excommunicating Elizabeth and his Decades in English.3) 
The latter work was specifically mentioned in Archbishop Whitgift’s ‘Orders’ to be used as a 
textbook for inferior ministers.4) Helmut Kressner, for example, indicates that the so-called 
Staatskirchentum, with which Richard Hooker’s name is often associated, was claimed 
even earlier by John Whitgift who reached this conclusion under the influence of Zurich. In 
doing this Kressner tries to bring to our attention the difference of views on the issue 
between Zurich and Geneva, and asserts the affinity of Whitgift’s understanding of the 
state church with that of the Zurichers: 
 
Es war Zürich, das behauptete, die Kirche sei “je nach der Staatsform verschieden zu 
gestalten und habe sich Zeit, Ort und Umständen anzupassen”, und Zürich verdankt 
es letztlich Whitgift, dass er die geistigen Fesseln zerreissen konnte, die Calvin und 
seine Jünger den Kirchen anlegten, indem sie auch die Kirchenverfassung … zu den 
Glaubensartikeln und Glaubenswahrheiten rechneten. Den Calvinisten gegenüber 
haben die Zürcher Prädikanten stets die Überzeugung vertreten, dass das 
Kirchenrecht kein Glaubensgegenstand ist, dass es überhaupt keine göttlich 
sanktionierte kirchliche Verfassungsform gibt.5) 
 
Whitgift’s Defence of the Answer to the Admonition, according to Kressner, is evidence 
of the connecting link between Zurich and the English on the issue.6) However, to conclude 
on the Zurich origin of the English Staatskirchentum, Kressner offered too little evidence. 
A nation’s ecclesiastical tradition can rarely be formulated along such a narrow line of 
influence. In order to examine what caused the English religious settlement to have taken 
                                                          
2) Hastings Robinson, ed., Original Letters relative to the English Reformation (Cambridge, 1846-7), 
Parker Society edition, 2 vols; idem, ed., Zurich Letters (Cambridge, 1842-5), Parker Society edition, 2 
vols. 
3) David J. Keep, ‘Henry Bullinger and the Elizabethan Church. A Study of the Publication of his 
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5) Kressner, Schweizer Ursprünge des anglikanischen Staatskirchentums, pp. 74-5. 
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the road it did, a close look at the governments’ current ecclesiastical policies is essential. 
Moreover, Kressner’s claim for the affinity of Zurich and England on the issue of the 
state-church relationships will require further attention. We have to ask whether or not 
Bullinger taught the erastian view of church-state relationships in a modern sense of the 
word and whether he sided with the English authorities on various issues which took place 
during the decade immediately preceeding his death in 1575. Did he support the bishops, 
and therefore the principle of the Religious Settlement, or the more nonconforming 
elements within the English Church? 
 The question may not be that simple. There are strong indications that Bullinger did not 
hold such a dichotomous understanding of the current situations in England. For Bullinger 
the choice was not either-or. He, as was the case for most other divines on the European 
continent, appears to have avoided direct involvement in the disputes in England. In this 
regard, a traditional picture of Bullinger (as in the case of the vestiarian disputes) taking 
the part of the radical group led by John Hooper, John Knox, Laski (John a Lasco) during 
the reign of Edward VI, while defending the view of the authorities in the 1560s and 70s, 
should also be reexamined. Did Bullinger fundamentally alter his position between these 
two periods of English Protestantism? Or did he remain consistent in his dealings with 
English affairs? It appears that, behind Bullinger’s attitude toward the English 
developments, the shadow of Catholic ‘machination’ recently made visible by the calling of 
the general council under papal leadership loomed as the major influential factor. 
 Having said this, Bullinger’s consideration of a wider confessional context is not sufficient 
to label him ‘reformateur et conseiller oecumenique’, as the renowned Bullinger biographer 
André Bouvier did.7) As can be evinced by his posture toward the Lutherans and his 
sentiment against the general council, the picture needs redressing. Since England played 
a major part in ecumenical politics, a proper depiction of Bullinger’s conviction on this 
issue is essential in order to assess his overall effect on English ecclesiastical diplomacy. 
 The degree of the continental influence upon the Edwardian Reformation has been the 
subject of active discussion, and there is now little doubt that significant contributions 
were made by continental divines such as Bucer, Martyr, Laski, Bullinger and the 
Lutherans, in spite of the arguments to the contrary.8) Admitting the great amount of 
influence exerted by these divines, there still remains a question as to whose influence was 
crucial in deciding the course of ecclesiastical events during the young King’s short reign. It 
still appears that historians fail to agree with each other and to provide a conclusive 
picture of the issue. Almost everyone agrees that Archbishop Thomas Cranmer played a 
central role in the process of the Edwardian Reformation, but as to the question who had 
influenced the Archbishop the most, we receive different interpretations depending on 
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which sources historians were prone to trust. Touching the influence exerted by the 
Reformed theologians, C.H. Smyth’s and more recently Constantin Hopf ’s works put 
Martin Bucer in the forefront, while Joseph C. McLelland and M.W. Anderson reevaluated 
Peter Martyr’s positive contribution to the Edwardian reform.9) A much-cited old book by 
F.A. Gasquet and E. Biship hinted at the Bullinger-Laski ‘axis’ in their attempt to convert 
Cramner: 
 
The conversion of the archbishop to the advanced doctrines of the Helvetian school of 
reformers had long been prepared for in the mind of Bullinger. He rightly felt that the 
key to the religious position in England was Cranmer’s mind, and that to establish an 
influence over it would be to transfer the weight of his paramount authority in the 
ecclesiastical government from the Lutheran to themselves…. As early as June 1548 
Bullinger was anxiously looking for news. He enquires eagerly from Richard Hilles 
the whereabouts of a Lasco …. He understood the influence which a Lasco would be 
likely to exercise over a mind so ductile as that of the archbishop,…10) 
 
 Some of the blame for this difficulty in interpretation could be placed upon Cranmer 
himself whose indecisive and malleable character has often been pointed out by recent 
scholarship. Historians have had a major problem in understanding what was in fact in 
Cranmer’s mind. Compared with Matthew Parker during the Elizabethan period, the 
Edwardian Archbishop was unquestionably in the innermost circle of policy makers. 
Moreover, Cranmer did not have to face someone like Elizabeth I over him and therefore 
did not need to experience the sense of frustration to which Archbishop Parker and other 
Elizabethan bishops had to become accustomed. It is, however, important to recognise that 
Cranmer was not a man without principle. In fact, at least after 1548 it was his ecumenical 
mind which lay at the centre of his ostensibly indecisive policy making. This does not mean 
his approach was all-embracing, for example, on the issue of the Eucharist. His 
endorsement of the true presence of Christ’s body in the Lord’s Supper could actually 
incorporate a wider range of Eucharistic views than had so far been allowed. The 
Archbishop’s position on the Eucharist was in total accord with his ecumenical stance. In 
this respect, it is disappointing that few scholars have given even a summary attention to 
the possible implication of the doctrine of Christ’s true presence in the Supper for the wider 
ecumenical politics. 
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 The focus of our attention will be on Cranmer and his relationships to the continental 
divines, both resident in England and on the continent. It was quite naturally those who 
were invited to England that produced the utmost impact upon the Edwardian reform. The 
contribution made by the Zurich divines should be scaled on this balance of rival influences. 
Bullinger’s close contact with ‘Anglo-Zurichers’ like John Hooper, Richard Hilles and John 
Burcher should not be taken to mean an exertion of his influence in English religious 
affairs. Even though the part played by theologians during the Edwardian Reformation 
was markedly greater than that under Elizabeth’s reign, it was still the King’s councilors, 
Cranmer being an important member of them, that ruled the business of the Church of 
England. These privy councilors, serving under the direct eyes of the monarch, used the 
parliament to legislate even on matters of doctrine, although relatively few councilors were 
in reality commissioned to deal with issues on religion.11) Cranmer without doubt sat at the 
centre of the stage. Therefore our research can justifiably centre around Cranmer and his 
association with various streams of influence from the continent. 
 Among these, their influence on the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper was by far the most 
important due to its international as well as domestic significance. One should be reminded 
of the fact that on the issue of the Eucharist the doctrine of Christ’s true presence in the 
Lord’s Supper played a key role throughout the Eucharistic debate in this period. Those 
who opposed the doctrine of real presence, which was held by the Catholics and the 
Lutherans, but were reluctant to endorse the Zwinglian memorialism searched for a middle 
ground. Although the advocates of the true presence doctrine maintained Christ’s spiritual 
presence in the Supper, many of them managed to avoid endorsing the doctrine of ‘real 
absence’ by emphasizing the work of the Holy Spirit in the Eucharist, namely the idea of 
sursum corda. 
 According to this view, the Holy Spirit worked as an agent in response to communicants’ 
faith drawing their minds into heaven where they enjoyed a true communion of the body 
and blood of Christ. Thus man’s faith played the central role in the Supper. Those who held 
this view included the major continental theologians like Calvin, Martyr and Laski. Bucer, 
who does not seem to have elaborated upon the idea of sursum corda, affirmed the spiritual 
presence, even though he tried to make sure that Christ, not merely the spirit of Him, was 
present in the Eucharist. In England, Cranmer was one of the chief promoters of the true 
presence doctrine. 
 
II. Thomas Cranmer from his Lutheran phase to his adoption of the true presence doctrine 
 
 The question whether there was a definite Lutheran phase in the development of Thomas 
Cranmer’s theological thinking has occupied the interest of scholars for a prolonged period 
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of time. The question, however, is rather inadequate unless what it meant by being a 
Lutheran is clearly defined. On the Eucharist, did he believe in consubstantiation or did he 
at one stage simply try to uphold the real presence of Christ’s body in the Supper? It may 
not be possible to state exactly with which particular Lutheran tenets the Archbishop 
concurred since Lutheranism itself was rather an uncertain community encompassing a 
different range of views especially on the Supper issue. But judging from the evidence we 
now possess, it is safe to say that he did go through a moderate Lutheran stage. 
 Cranmer’s ‘conversion’ to Lutheranism was often attributed to his trip to Nuremberg 
which he made during the diplomatic mission to the Emperor in 1532. On this occasion the 
influence of a Nuremberg reformer, Andreas Osiander, became crucial when Cranmer 
married the niece of Osiander and thus took sides with the Lutherans on the issue of 
clerical marriage.12) Cranmer’s visit to Nuremberg probably had no diplomatic importance 
since the city by then had withdrawn from the Protestant alliance politics. In fact, the 
leadership of the Protestant cities passed from Nuremberg to Strasbourg, the city which 
together with Landgrave Philip of Hesse took the initiative in forming a Protestant League 
in 1531.13) The Nuremberg council rejected the idea of forming a religious alliance with the 
southwest German cities which imbibed Zwinglian doctrines. Nuremberg instead relied on 
the idea of a strong imperium. These delicate situations will explain why Cranmer’s book 
on the divorce was suppressed in this city in spite of Osiander’s support for the English 
King. Nuremberg remained strictly Lutheran. It was with this rather conservative 
Lutheran city that Cranmer maintained his faithful contact. 
 It is difficult to pinpoint exactly how far the Archbishop was persuaded to agree with 
Lutheran tenets. Those who deny a Lutheran stage in the mind of Cranmer cite his reply to 
the question of Dr. Martin at the examination before Bishop Brokes at Oxford in September 
1555.14) To Martin’s accusation that Cranmer had taught on the high sacrament of the altar 
three contrary doctrines, Cranmer answered that he had taught but two contrary doctrines. 
Judging from the context of these exchanges, it appears that Cranmer did not draw a strict 
line between Lutheran teaching and Zwinglian understanding on the Supper. While his 
Catholic opponent attempted tenaciously to draw the Archbishop to admit his successive 
adherence to these two Protestant doctrines on the Eucharist after relinquishing the 
Catholic teaching, Cranmer simply maintained that in his entire life he had taught only 
two opinions, namely the papists’ doctrine and the teaching he held at this examination. In 
other words, the distinction Cranmer made here was only between the real presence and 
                                                          
12) Jasper Ridley, Thomas Cranmer (Oxford, 1962), pp. 42-6. On the other hand, Osiander reported to 
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his new understanding which Nicholas Ridley and others helped him to understand. 
Cranmer replied to Martin, ‘I grant that then I believed otherwise than I do now; and so I 
did, until my lord of London, doctor Ridley, did confer with me, and by sundry persuasions 
and authorities of doctors drew me quite from my opinion.’15) 
 This new position of Cranmer was conventionally termed as the true presence but it 
appears historians have so far failed to recongnise the fact that by this new position 
Cranmer tried to bring together a wide range of positions which affirmed the spiritual 
presence of Christ in the Lord’s Supper. This view could allow the positions ranging from 
Martin Bucer’s on the right to Laski and even Johannes Oecolampadius of Basel on the left. 
This broader understanding on the part of Cranmer is most clearly expressed in his 
Answer to Stephen Gardiner Concerning the Sacraments: 
 
As concerning M. Bucer, what mean you to use his authority, whose authority you 
never esteemed heretofore? And yet Bucer varieth much from your error: for he 
denieth utterly that Christ is really and substantially present in the bread, either by 
conversion or inclusion, but in the ministration he affirmeth Christ to be present: and 
so do I also, but not to be eaten and drunken of them that be wicked and members of 
the devil, whom Christ neither feedeth nor hath any communion with them. And to 
conclude in few words the doctrine of M. Bucer in the place by you alleged, he 
dissenteth in nothing from Oecolampadius and Zuinglius.16) 
 
What lay behind Cranmer’s Eucharistic understanding is his enduring desire for 
Protestant unity. Even though there was in Cranmer’s theological development a so-called 
transitional stage between the periods of his adherence to transubstantiation and the true 
presence, it is difficult to identify this stage as a Lutheran phase. As far as the Eucharist is 
concerned, we can at most assert that he held to Lutheran sentiment, but it is a quite 
different thing to claim that he held Lutheran tenets which included the doctrine of 
consubstantiation. As was the case with Luther himself, Cranmer did not embrace that 
doctrine. As in the case of transubstantiation, Luther regarded the theory as an 
unnecessary way of explaining the miracle of the real presence in philosophical terms, 
when a miracle ipso facto defies any such explanations. The faithful need only to believe 
that ‘bread and wine in the Supper are the true body and blood of Christ’.17) In Cranmer’s 
translation of Justus Jonas’s Latin Catechismus published in 1548, a similar point was 
made. It claimed, ‘… beleue the wordes of our lord Jesus, that you eate and drynke his 
                                                          
15) Ibid., p. 218. See also Sir John Cheke’s preface to the 1557 Emden edition of Defensio Verae 
Catholicae Doctrinae de Sacramento… in John Edmund Cox, ed., Writings and Disputations of 
Thomas Cranmer,…, relative to the Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper (Cambridge, 1844), Parker Society 
edition, appendix p. 6 in which the year 1546 was given as the date of Cranmer’s ‘conversion’. 
16) Ibid., p. 225. 
17) Brooks, Thomas Cranmer’s Doctrine of the Eucharist, pp. 19-20. 
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veray body and blode although mans reason can not comprehend how and after what 
maner the same is ther present.’18) 
That Cranmer was not a blind follower of the Lutherans could be witnessed in his 
emotional reaction to the news of Philip of Hesse’s bigamous marriage in 1540 to which 
Lutheran divines had granted theological approval. The letter Cranmer wrote to Osiander 
on 27 December 1540 revealed the Archbishop’s irritation over the Lutheran introduction 
of novelties. He questioned not only their peculiar exegesis but also the ‘intimate’ 
relationship he had cherished with the Lutherans: 
 
With the rest of your doctors my intimacy is of a lighter character and less close; and 
even of this I should not a little repent, if I knew that such were the fruits of the new 
gospel so greatly vaunted by them, and approved by us up to this time, in some 
measure, as we thought, not without reason.19) 
 
 Cranmer’s Lutheran phase was not evident during the last years of Henrician 
conservatism expressly delineated in the Act of Six Articles and the King’s Book which was 
written in order to instruct laymen on doctrine. The dawning of a more distinct Protestant 
reign in January 1547 did not bring about an immediate expression of Cranmer’s 
inclination to Lutheran teachings. The first year of Edward VI’s reign saw a commandment 
to use two books, i.e. the Homilies (authorized sermons for use in the Church of England) 
and Erasmus’s Paraphrase. In July, the Homilies containing provision for a scriptural 
instruction were issued. The royal injunctions, which were issued in the following month 
and were based upon the Cromwellian Injunctions of 1536, demanded that the clergy use 
Erasmus’s Paraphrase.20) There was nothing radical about the contents of these works, but 
they contained a strong Protestant argument, which was enough to excite Stephen 
Gardiner to challenge it. 21) The shrewd Bishop of Winchester in his letter to Duke of 
Somerset written from the Fleet in October pointed out the contradictions not only between 
these two books but also between the act of parliament (i.e. the King’s Book) and the book 
of Homilies: 
 
These Bokes stryve one against another directly. The Book of the Homilies teacheth 
Faith to exclude charity in the office of Justification. Erasmus Paraphrases teacheth 
Faith to have charitie joined with him in Justification…. The Booke of Homilies in the 
                                                          
18) Cathechismvs, That Is to Say, a Shorte Instruction into Christian Religion for the Synguler 
Commoditie and Profyte of Children and Yong People (London, 1548), fos. Ii, 5vff. 
19) Cox, ed., Miscellaneous Writings and Letters of Thomas Cranmer, p. 408. 
20) Francis Procter and W.H. Frere, A New history of the Book of Common Prayer (London, 1902), p. 35. 
21) Gardiner and Cranmer were rival keepers of Henry VIII’s conscience, Gardiner as a legal expert 
reflecting the King’s hold on the past, and Cranmer reflecting his efforts to reshape the future. 
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sermon of Salvation teacheth the clere contrary to the doctrine established by the Act 
of Parliament;… The Boke of Homyles hath in the Homilie of Salvation, how 
remission of synne is taken, accepted and allowed of God for your perfect Justification. 
The Doctrine of the Parliament teacheth justification, for the fulness and perfection 
therof, to have more parts than Remission of sinne, as in the same appereth. And 
althowght Remission of sinne be a justification, yet it is not a full and perfite.22) 
 
 One of Gardiner’s arguments was on legal ground; the act of parliament of 1543 stipulated 
that any departure, without parliamentary sanction, from the doctrine established by 
Parliament was unlawful. If justification by faith is the cornerstone of Protestant theology, 
the book of Homilies was a clear inauguration of Protestant reform in the new reign. We do 
not have to speculate about the influence of the Lutherans on Cranmer’s doctrinal 
conviction, since justification sola fide was not Luther’s monopoly. Manuscripts preserved 
in Lambeth Place Library in London written in Cranmer’s hand show the Archbishop’s 
conviction on this doctrine. These notes on justification trace his long study in the Bible 
and the patristic sources.23) When we read a statement like ‘although all that he justified 
must of necessity have charity as well as faith, yet neither faith nor charity be the 
worthiness and merits of our justification, but that is to be ascribed only to our Saviour 
Christ…’, we cannot help but be impressed by the maturity of Cranmer’s Protestantism.24) 
The Homilies certainly received a continental approval from Bucer who had also been 
engaged in the controversy with Gardiner. The further implication of this avowed adoption 
of justification sola fide was clearly envisaged by Gardiner. In his letter to Cranmer written 
around June 1547, Gardiner expressed his fear that this vile doctrine would lead to the 
denial of the real presence of Christ’s body in the Eucharist: 
 
…Bale is a sacramentary, and Joseph preached sola fides, and Zuinglius in his book 
against Luther sayth that this doctrine, Sola fides iustificat, is a foundation and 
principle to deny the presence of Christ’s natural body really in the Sacrament. And 
although I have not heard so much of Joseph to be a sacramentary, yet becawse 
Zuinglius lynketh them together as afore, and I had heard that Joseph preached 
sola fides, in that number three there was for all degrees of untrew doctrine one.25) 
 
                                                          
22) John Strype, Memorials of the Most Reverend Father in God Thomas Cranmer,… (Oxford, 1840), II, 
785-6. Also printed in J.A. Muller, ed., The Letters of Stephen Gardiner (Cambridge, 1933), pp. 381-2. 
See a series of Gardiner’s indictments against these two books and the Injunction itself in his other 
letters to the Duke of Somerset and others. Ibid., pp. 368-424. 
23) These notes are printed in Cox, ed., Miscellaneous Writings and Letters of Thomas Cranmer, pp. 
203-11. 
24) Ibid., p. 209. 
25) Muller, ed., The Letters of Stephen Gardiner, p. 305. John Bale was later Edwardian Bishop of 
Ossory in Ireland. Dr. John Joseph was Cranmer’s chaplain. 
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Gardiner’s fear was not unfounded since the Order of the Communion, which was 
published in March 1548 and was a direct result of the parliamentary enactment to 
establish the communion under both kinds, plainly supported the spiritual feeding of 
Christ’s body.26) 
 The doctrine of spiritual presence could encompass a wide range of opinions. The 
Eucharistic position Cranmer adopted during the early Edwardian period is rather difficult 
to decipher. But the Archbishop, in spite of his apparent adherence to the true presence 
doctrine, indicated his proximity to the Lutherans, as exemplified in his translation of 
Cathechismvs. This work was intended to give a brief instruction on Christian religion to 
children and young people in Nuremberg. Its German original Catechismus oder Kinder・
predig was translated into Latin by Justus Jonas before the English translation.27) What is 
interesting and often unnoticed is the fact that Catechismus constituted a part of the 
Kirchenordnung of 1533 for Brandenburg-Nuremberg in the preparation of which Johann 
Brenz and Osiander played major roles.28) 
 Cathechismvs appeared to have put forward the true presence doctrine in Cranmer’s 
English translation, but the emphsis in the original German and Jonas’s Latin was 
definitely on the fact of Christ’s actual presence over against the absence. Cranmer’s 
translation reads: 
 
Wherefore we ought to beleue, that in the sacrament we receyue trewly the bodye and 
bloud of Christ. For God is almyghtye (as ye hearde in the Crede). He is able therefore, 
to do all thynges what he wil….Wherefore when Christe taketh breade, and saieth. 
Take, eate, this is my body we wought not to doute but we eat his veray bodye. And 
when he taketh the cuppe, and sayeth. Take, drynke, this is my blod, we ought to 
thynke assuredly, that we drynke his veray blode.29) 
 
It then exhorts the readers to be watchful of those who deny Christ’s presence ‘for none 
other cause, but that they cannot compasse by mans blynde reason, howe this thinge 
shoulde be broughte to passe’.30) Peter Brooks called our attention to the skilful moderation 
Cranmer brought to his English translation. For example, he noted a difference between 
                                                          
26) See Joseph Ketley, ed., Liturgies of Edward VI (Cambridge, 1844), p. 3. ‘…he (God) hath not only 
given his body to death, and shed his blood, but also doth vouchsafe in a Sacrament and mystery to 
give us his said body and blood spiritually.’ Another parliamentary action, the repeal of the Six Articles, 
probably contributed more to the psychological advancement of the reform on the part of the clerics, 
since expressing their opinions against ‘popish trash’ was still regarded by some clergy as unsafe as 
long as the Six Articles remained intact. Strype, Memorials of Cranmer, I, 224. 
27) Jonas’s Latin work published in 1543 was entitled Catechismus pro pueris et iuuentute, in Ecclesijs 
et ditione Marchionum Brandeborgensium, latine redditus, per I. Ionam. 
28) Kirchen Ordnung/In meiner gnedigen herrn der Marggrauen zu Brandenburg und eins Erbern Rats 
der Stat Nürmberg Oberkeyt vnd gepieten/Wie man sich bayde mit der Leer und Ceremonien halten 
solle (Nuremberg, 1533). (hereafter abbreviated Kirchenordnung) 
29) Cathechismvs, fos. Ii. 5. 
30) Ibid. 
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‘Ideo credere debemus, quod vere corpus et sanguis ejus sit …’ and ‘Wherefore we ought to 
beleue, that in the sacrament we receyue trewly the bodye and bloud of Christ’.31) In spite 
of all the alleged modulations, even in Cranmer’s translation some sections could be 
interpreted to support the real presence position or at best the most conservative wing of 
the true presence advocates like Bucer or Melanchthon after 1541 who could have worked 
out the doctrinal rapprochement between the Lutherans and the Reformed.32) Certainly 
John ab Ulmis understood the publication of this Cathechismvs as regression to Romist 
doctrine: 
 
For he has lately published a Catechism, in which he has not only approved that foul 
and sacrilegious transubstantiation of the papists in the holy supper of our Saviour, 
but all the dreams of Luther seem to him sufficiently well-grounded, perspicuous, and 
lucid.33) 
 
 We do not know whether Cranmer was familiar with the fact that Catechismus oder 
Kinder・Predig was attached to the Brandenburg Church Order of 1533. If Cranmer was a 
devoted convert to the spiritual presence view, he would have noticed many defects in this 
Lutheran work. The thrust of the Eucharistic teaching in Catechismus can best be 
understood if one also looks at the section ‘von dem Abentmal’ in the Kirchenordnung. It 
professed: 
 
Dieweyl dann Christus spricht/Es sey sein leyb/so sollen wir jme die eer thun vnd 
seinen wortten glauben/dann sie sein allmechtig/vnd er rufft dem das nicht ist/das es 
sey/Roma. am iiij. Darumb yrren auch die so da sagen/Es sey den vnglaubigen nicht 
der leyb Christi/sunder allein den glaubigen/ …34) 
 
Cranmer’s choice of this Lutheran literature clearly illustrates his cautious approach to the 
Reformation at this early stage of the young King’s reign. Peter Brooks believes that the 
reader was subject to ‘the kind of gradual presentation of the Reformed viewpoint’.35) 
Admitting that Cranmer at this stage already held on to some sort of true presence position, 
                                                          
31) Brooks, Thomas Cranmer’s Doctrine of the Eucharist, p. 44 note (Italic Brooks’s). Original German 
reads: ‘Darumb sollen wir glauben/das es warlich sein leyb und sein blut sey.’ Brooks observed that any 
direct translation of the Latin would have supported transubstantiation. On the other hand, 
Catechismus, trusting the miraculous work of the Almighty, seems to have decided not to pry too 
deeply into the mode of Christ’s presence. 
32) We have to wait until the latter half of the 1550s when Calvin’s Geneva attempted to seek a concord 
between the two camps. See my ‘Consensus Tigurinus or Dissensus Tigurinus? International 
Ecclesiastical Politics in Switzerland in the mid-16th Century’, Senshu University Institute of Social 
Sciences Monthly Bulletin, no. 532 (Oct. 2007). 
33) Robinson, ed., Original Letters relative to the English Reformation, II, 381. 
34) Kirchenordnung, fo. XLv. 
35) Brooks, Thomas Cranmer’s Doctrine of the Eucharist, p. 45. 
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his view was, in fact, much closer to the Lutheran teaching than Brooks seems to allow. 
Cranmer probably could identify himself with the most conservative wing of true presence 
advocates. Thus, although the Archbishop had crossed the great divide, he still carried with 
him some old traits of Lutheranism. 
 The famous commonplace books of Cranmer, which were believed to be a result of his 
studious work conducted presumably in the mid-1530s and the early 1540s, testify to only 
gradual progress in the Archbishop’s Eucharistic thinking. These commonplaces eloquently 
indicate his theological persuasion on the Eucharist during the Henrician period, which 
slanted toward the Lutherans. What was propounded in these commonplace books in the 
section de Eucharistia does not differ much from the Eucharistic teaching of the original 
Catechismus. The method used in the commonplace books was that the reasoning of the 
Reformed theologians like Zwingli and Oecolampadius was opposed by the arguments of 
Luther and Brenz.36) Zwingli , for example, argued that ‘verum corporis Christi non esse in 
Coena domini’ because he believed ‘hoc est corpus meum quod pro vobis traditur, necessario 
sequeretur, illud idem corpus, debere visibiliter adesse in coena domini…’. To this it was 
responded using Luther’s argument: 
 
Hoc argumentum, absurdum esse omnino, Lutherus aliis consimilibus argumentis 
ostendit, videlicet. Corpus Christi quod pro nobis visibiliter traditum est, sedet ad 
dexteram patris, ergo visibiliter illic sedet, si non visibiliter illic sedet, sequitur quod 
non sedet,…37) 
 
The Brenzian contribution is also noteworthy. Although the actual folios are missing, the 
section entitled ‘Osiander’, which must appear before the section de Eucharistia, could 
prove to be a good testimony to Cranmer’s familiarity with the Brandenburg-Nuremberg 
tradition to which Cathechismvs owed its origin.38) 
 Although Cranmer’s ‘conversion’ to the true presence position is often attributed to the 
work of Nicholas Ridley in the year 1546 following John Cheke’s dating, his full conversion 
to the doctrine of spiritual presence, shaking off the Lutheran garments, had to wait until 
his explicit denial of manducatio impiorum (eating by the unworthy in the Supper), which 
was witnessed in the famous debate in the House of Lords at the end of 1548.39) The period 
between 1546 and 1548 is crucially important since it is during this period that the 
apparent continental Reformed impact upon Cranmer’s mind was first felt. Those who 
believed in Cranmer’s thorough conversion to the Zwinglian view of the sacrament at the 
                                                          
36) British Library MS. Royal, 7B XI, fos. 111r-119v. 
37) Ibid., fo. 111r. For the summary of the content of de Eucharistia see Brooks, Thomas Cranmer’s 
Doctrine of the Eucharist, pp.21-37. 
38) See Tabula Repartoria in British Library MS. Royal, 7B. XI, fo. 4r. This table is printed in Cox, ed., 
Miscellaneous Writings and Letters of Thomas Cranmer, pp. 7-8. 
39) For Cheke’s dating see footnote 15. 
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time of the House of Lords’ debate face an arduous task in providing a plausible 
explanation for the conservative nature of the first Edwardian Prayer Book. In view of this 
difficulty along with Cranmer’s ecumenical concern for the Protestant unity, an observation 
allowing Cranmer’s true presence position to include a wide range of theological 
persuasions carries much weight. In fact, Cranmer’s strong interest in the general synod to 
sort out the doctrinal differences, his sending of invitations to the continental reformers 
including immensely varied camps within Protestantism from Melanchthon to Laski, and 
the very nature of the Prayer Book of 1549 affirm Cranmer’s understanding of the true 
presence at this period which was broad enough to obtain a kind of unity encompassing 
different theological tenets. 
 
III. The Lambeth Talks and the House of Lords’ Debate of 1548 
 
 Peter Martyr Vermigli was the first among the major continental mentors who arrived in 
England to assist the Reformation. His arrival in November 1547 before that of Laski and 
Bucer and his subsequent prolonged stay at Lambeth Palace are significant indications of 
his possible influence upon Cranmer’s flexible mind. The Archbishop himself in his Answer 
to Richard Smith’s Preface confirmed this and his confession seems to signify the 
importance of the first direct communication with the Italian reformer upon Cranmer’s 
theological thinking.40) It is interesting to see how Cranmer himself profited from these 
conversations and became an observant witness to Martyr’s consistent teaching. Before 
Martyr travelled to England, he had experienced a dispute over the Eucharist between the 
cities of Strasbourg and Zurich. The letter which Strasbourg divines, including Martyr and 
Bucer, sent to Zurich on 6 December 1546 indicates their willingness not to pry into the 
mode of communication in the Supper. It reads: ‘Id ergo fecit admonuitque eos ut fide 
simplici institute et verborum Domini communicarent, nec se constituerent iudices 
controversiae quae hac de re agitator, aut etiam de modo scrupulosius inquirerent quo 
Christo communicamus.’41) Martyr tried to avoid stirring up the controversy between the 
two Reformed cities since it only worked to the enemy’s advantage. 
 So when Martyr and Cranmer sat talking at Lambeth, both must have agreed on most of 
the pending issues including the Eucharist and the need for the general council or 
theological colloquy among the Protestant divines. Cranmer himself long cherished the 
                                                          
40) Cox, ed., Writings and Disputations of Thomas Cranmer, p. 374. Martyr stayed at Lambeth Palace 
throughout the winter. François van der Delft, imperial ambassador to England, certainly sensed the 
close relationship of Martyr and Bernardino Ochino, another Italian reformer, with Cranmer calling 
these two foreigners ‘the pet children of the Archbishop’. Martin A.S. Hume and Royall Tyler, eds., 
Calendar of Letters and State Papers Relating to English Affairs, Preserved Principally in the 
Archives of Simancas (London, 1862-1954), p. 266 (Van der Delft to the Emperor, 16 May 1548). （以後
CSP Span.と略記） 
41) Karl Gottlieb Bretschneider and H.E. Bindseil, eds., Corpus Reformatorum, XL, 438. See also 
Anderson, Peter Martyr, p. 84. 
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idea of a general council. There is a treatise on general councils, supposedly written by 
Cranmer probably around the mid-1530s. The headings in this treatise such as ‘whether it 
be necessary that one be head in general council’ or ‘whether the Bishop of Rome may be 
ruler in the council’ foreshadow the similar concern felt by the Elizabethan councillors.42) In 
what Gilbert Burnet called a ‘resolution of Cranmer and bishops’, Cranmer claimed: ‘In all 
the ancient councils of the church, in matters of the faith and interpretation of the 
Scripture, no man made definite subscription, but bishops and priests, for so much as the 
declaration of the word of God pertaineth unto them.’43) 
 As Cranmer himself observed, Martyr’s teaching on the Eucharist during the Lambeth 
conferences with the Archbishop was the same as one he adhered to throughout his Oxford 
lectureship on I Corinthians and during the subsequent Eucharistic disputation started in 
May 1549. During the disputation Martyr was in close touch with Cranmer as well as with 
Martin Bucer. What Martyr defended is shown in his famous letter to Bucer of 15 June 
1549. Martyr in this debate powerfully upheld the true presence doctrine against Catholic 
charges. He expected Bucer to concur in opinion when he said: 
 
…on weighing the whole thoroughly, you will easily understand that, ― when I 
maintain that the Body of Christ becomes present to us by faith, and, by 
communicating, we are incorporated with Him, and are transformed into that [Body], 
― I do wander far from what you yourself teach.44) 
 
He emphasised that the partaking of the body and blood of Christ was done by the mind 
and by faith, and the Holy Spirit effected this partaking.45) These must have been the 
central contentions of Martyr during the Lambeth talks. Martyr and Cranmer must have 
mutually confirmed their positions by sharing their biblical and patristic learnings. Martyr 
confessed a little later that he was much impressed by Cranmer’s knowledge of the 
patristic sources. 46 ) There is no doubt that Martyr’s insight enriched Cranmer’s 
understanding of the true presence, as Laski’s and Bucer’s thoughts did for Cranmer a 
little later. From Cranmer’s standpoint, these continental reformers, though different in 
points of emphasis, agreed with each other in principle. 
 Bucer’s response to Martyr’s above-mentioned letter made on 20 June is indicative of this 
agreement. Unfortunately, excessive stress has thus been laid upon the issues Bucer raised 
in his letter which was meant only to ‘improve’ Martyr’s argument. The term ‘spiritual 
                                                          
42) Historical Manuscripts Commission (HMC) Hatfield, I, 10. 
43) Gilbert Burnet, The History of the Reformation of the Church of England (Oxford, 1845), I, 284-5. 
44) George Cornelius Gorham, ed., Gleanings of a Few Scattered Ears, during the Period of the 
Reformation in England and of the Times Immediately Succeeding AD 1533 to 1588 (Cambridge, 1857), 
p. 81. (Hereafter abbreviated Gleanings) 
45) Ibid. Martyr states: ‘I grant that the Holy Spirit is efficacious in the Sacraments by force of the 
Spirit and institute of the Lord.’ 
46) See Martyr’s epistle to Tractatio of 1549 which was prefixed to Disputatio de Eucharistiae. 
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presence’ was often used interchangeably with the term ‘true presence’ since they both 
represented the position against the doctrine of the real presence which taught that 
Christ’s body was really present irrespective of the communicant’s faith. Bucer’s theological 
sensitivity now forces us to distinguish the two, since in this letter he worried that Martyr 
might be understood to have maintained the presence, not of Christ, but only of the Spirit 
of Christ and of His influence.47) It was mainly a question of wordings and emphasis. Bucer 
wished that Martyr had expressed the exhibition of Christ in the Supper more distinctly 
lest he should fall under suspicion of propounding Christ’s absence or mere signification in 
the Supper.48) That Martyr did not simply teach the presence of Spirit of Christ is evident 
when we look at the role Martyr attributed to the Holy Spirit, i.e. the idea of sursum 
corda.49) Bucer agreed that only by faith do we partake the body of Christ but contended 
that, if we avoided the use of terms like ‘really’ and ‘substantially’, we might not be able to 
express the true partaking of Christ’s body. For Bucer the use of these terms did not 
necessarily conflict with the doctrine of the true presence. 
 That Bucer shared some Lutheran tenets, a criticism often raised against him, is not true 
as he evidently negates manducatio impiorum (‘eating by the impious’, also called 
manducatio indignorum meaning ‘eating by the unworthy’). Bucer’s rejection of the 
Lutheran doctrine of ubiquity can be witnessed in the following statement of his: 
 
One thing, however, has very much astonished me; that you seem to fear I shall be 
offended at your denying, That Christ is at the same moment in many places; and 
that it has escaped you that I, with Master Philip [Melanchthon], abominate from my 
whole heart that Ubiquity (as Philip calls it,) of Christ as man which some have laid 
down [as a dogma]. I have never felt disposed, nor am I up to this moment disposed, to 
come forward in that controversy, Whether Christ is circumscribed by any Physical 
place in the heavens.50) 
                                                          
47) Gorham, ed., Gleanings, P. 88. 
48) Ibid. 
49) Laski also expressed the same view in his letter to Bullinger and Konrad Pellican in 1546: ‘Here I 
assent, and I confess that, our minds being drawn up into heaven by faith through the Holy Spirit, we 
there receive a true communion of the Body and Blood of Christ, …’ Gorham, ed., Gleanings, p. 32. 
Martyr’s concurring view is expressed, for example, in the preface to Dispvtatio de Evcharistia 
Sacramento Habita in Celeberr. Vniuersitate Oxonien. in Anglia… (Tiguri, 1552), in which Martyr in 
effect said that those who criticised him for not accepting Transubstantiation and thus leaning toward 
Anabaptists did not understand the role of the Holy Spirit in the Sacrament: ‘efficaciã spiritus Sancti 
nihil morantur, quam nos in hoc sacramento statuimus.’ pp. 8-9. See Martyr’s confession on the Supper 
exhibited to the Senate of Strasbourg in 1556 when he was called to Zurich. Peter Martyr Vermigli, 
Loci Communes (London, 1583), pp. 1068-70. (Hereafter abbreviated L.C.) See also his opinion 
touching the presence of the body of Christ in the Eucharist introduced at Poissy. Also see his 
‘Confessio sev sententia D. Petri Martyris Vermilii de coena Domini, exhibita amplissimo Senatui 
Argentinensi, cum vocaretur Tigurum, Anno M.D. LXI.’ L.C., p. 1069. I have used Martin’s English 
translation of Loci Communes published in 1583, but unless otherwise stated, I followed the page 
numbers of the 1583 Latin edition. 
50) Gorham, ed., Gleanings, p. 91. 
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What Bucer disliked was Martyr’s use of the term ‘signification’, even though it was 
modified by the adjective ‘efficacious’.51) Although Bucer suspected the influence of Zurich 
followers in Martyr’s temporary ‘lapse’, there is no evidence for this; it is more likely that 
Martyr’s eagerness in the peculiar atmosphere of the debate made him assert a little more 
than he really wanted to go. Therefore after Bucer’s counsel, the differences were settled to 
Bucer’s satisfaction.52) 
 As Joseph C. McLelland points out, this disputation removed the false antithesis of 
Romanist/Zwinglian polarization which Bullinger’s Swiss party had not helped to 
overcome.53) In fact, one of the contributions made by Bucer and Martyr was that their 
positive sacramental theology displaced the Lutheran/Zwinglian antithesis which was 
sharpened by the Anglo-Zurichers’ incessant attack upon Lutheranism in England. This 
widened range of the theological centre of Protestantism in England, over against a 
polarisation into two extremes, benefited Cranmer more than anyone else. Certainly 
Martyr, before the arrival of Bucer from Strasbourg in 1549 as the result of the city’s 
acceptance of the Interim, was the key figure to represent the true presence advocates. 
 Laski was another important figure whose arrival in England in September 1548, well 
before the Lord’s debate, might have influenced the Archbishop’s mind. Some scholars 
thought that Laski’s visit to Lambeth actually caused Cranmer’s adoption of the Zwinglian 
view on the Eucharist, thus providing a plausible answer to the alleged endorsement of the 
Zurich view by Cranmer during the Lords’ debate in December, which was reported by 
Bartholomew Traheron to Bullinger.54) The same change of Eucharistic views on the part of 
Cranmer and Laski’s influence on this were also reported to Bullinger by John ab Ulmis 
shortly before Traheron had written his letter: ‘Even that Thomas himself, …, by the 
goodness of God and the instrumentality of that most upright and judicious man, master 
John a Lasco, is in a great measure recovered from his dangerous lethargy.’55) However, the 
influence of Laski’s first visit should not be overrated. Although Traheron would be 
justified in saying that ‘I perceive that it is all over with Lutheranism’, he was not accurate 
in claiming that Cranmer came over to their side, if by ‘their side’ he meant the Zurich 
sympathisers rather than a broader circle of true presence upholders. This has to be 
examined in the light of the record of the proceedings of the Lords’ debates entitled 
‘Certeyne notes touching the disputacions of the Bisshoppes in this last parliament 
assembled of the Lordes Supper’, which is preserved among the Royal manuscripts in the 
British Library.56) 
                                                          
51) Ibid., p. 142 (Bucer to Theobald Niger, 15 April 1550). 
52) Ibid., p. 143. 
53) Joseph C. McLelland, The Visible Words of God (Edinburgh, 1957), p. 278. 
54) See for example, C.W. Dugmore, The Mass and the English Reformers (London, 1958), p. 129; 
Robinson, ed., Original Letters relative to the English Reformation, I, 322-3. 
55) Ibid., II, 383. 
56) British Library MS. Royal, 17B XXXIX. These proceedings of the Lord’s debate are given in Gasquet 
and Bishop, Edward VI and the Book of Common Prayer, pp. 127-40. 
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 Furthermore, at least as to the first visit of Laski to England, it is probably wrong to 
assume that Laski was totally in tune with Zurich divines and their faithful followers in 
England almost to the point of making a concerted effort to introduce the reform patterned 
after the Swiss church. First of all, Laski did uphold the true presence doctrine as is 
evinced from Laski’s letter to Bullinger and Pellican of March 1546, in which he revealed to 
them the nature of his correspondence with Bucer.57) What was presented in this letter was 
the doctrine of the true presence of the Vermiglian type which, as Laski understood, was 
concurrent with Bucer’s view of the Eucharist. More significantly, it was in this letter that 
Laski suggested to the Zurichers that they should have a talk with the Lutherans and 
expressed his willingness to be an agent in order to bring the sacramentarian controversy 
to an end by mutual conciliation.58) Cranmer was confident that Laski could come to terms 
even with Melanchthon if they both accepted his invitation. What Cranmer intended was 
not just a theological discussion but a certain agreement on a true and explicit form of 
doctrine which could be passed down to the posterity.59 ) The Archbishop must have 
envisaged the possibility of reaching an agreement. So he urged Laski to ‘bring 
Melanchthon along with you’.60) In his 1548-9 visit Laski was more in tune with the wide 
range of the true presence position rather than identifying himself solely with the 
Anglo-Zurichers.61) The later incidents during Laski’s second visit from May 1550, such as 
his sympathy for Hooper’s predicament during the vestiarian controversy and his 
disagreement with Bucer on the Supper reported by Martin Micronius to Bullinger, should 
not be read back to assume Laski’s alleged ‘radical’ theology during his 1548 Lambeth talk 
with Cranmer.62) 
 It should also be noted that Laski on this first visit was mainly occupied with negotiations 
on behalf of a group of German princes for a Protestant League against the Emperor, and 
when his diplomatic activities bore no immediate fruit he returned to the continent with 50 
pound of gifts given to him by the privy council and a letter from Cranmer to 
Melanchthon.63) Considering the fact that the reformer was conducting very delicate 
negotiations on behalf of the German princes, it is unlikely that he had presented a view 
gravely offensive to the Lutherans. Thus it is more natural to believe that these continental 
divines helped Cranmer to stand firm on his belief which he initially adopted two years 
                                                          
57) Gorham, ed., Gleanings, pp. 32-3. 
58) Ibid., p. 34. 
59) Robinson, ed., Original Letters relative to the English Reformation, I, 17. 
60) Ibid. 
61) Hooper was not back in England from Zurich till March 1549, and the effect of Consensus Tigurinus 
did not appear in England before 1550. 
62) Ibid., II, 572. This letter is dated 13 October 1550. According to Micronius, the issue they failed to 
reach an agreement upon was the corporeal presence in the Supper. But when we look at the fact that 
Bucer clearly denied Lutheran tenets, their disagreement does not seem to have been upon the 
principal matter. Even though Laski’s position seems to have been hardened in the early 1550s, he 
maintained the true presence position throughout the 1550s. 
63) Andrew Pettegree, Foreign Protestant Communities in Sixteenth-Century London (Oxford, 1986), p. 
48. 
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earlier, rather than that they tried to change the Archbishop’s view. 
 When we look at the international situation during this period, we can easily understand 
the cause of the unfruitful result of Laski’s diplomacy. It came at a time when the English 
government became growingly sensitive and chose not to offend the Emperor. Forming the 
Protestant league was obviously not a good idea for maintaining a needed peach with 
Charles V whose help or at least neutrality England desperately needed in the face of a 
further deterioration in Anglo-French relationships. Moreover, the league with the German 
Protestants was no longer an attractive proposal at least for a while, especially since their 
defeat by the Emperor in April 1547 and the imposition of the Interim of Augsburg from 
may 1548. 
The religion was another issue for this consideration. The first Prayer Book of 1549, which 
was imposed by the Act of Uniformity, is often believed to have retained its conservative 
character because the government did not want to cause any offence to the Emperor. The 
correspondence between Van der Delft and the Emperor revealed Duke of Somerset’s 
somewhat cautious approach on religion in an attempt not to incur any sudden displeasure 
on the part of the Emperor. If Van der Delft’s reports were to be believed, Somerset tried 
hard not to give him an impression that the government was rushing to the Protestant 
Reformation.64) However, by early 1549, even his reports to the Emperor clearly indicated 
that the English ‘had done away with the Holy Sacrament’ hinting that they had made a 
final move to the radical doctrine.65) Whatever was said about the conservative nature of 
the first Prayer Book, the imperial ambassador saw it as a radical departure from the true 
Catholic doctrine. Admitting that the Prayer Book was the result of a compromise, thus 
containing ambiguity, the Lords’ debate and the subsequent adoption of this Prayer Book 
were still significant steps toward the reform of the English Church. 
 
IV. The House of Lords’ Debate of 1548 and the First Book of Common Prayer 
 
 In spite of its ambiguous theological position, the Prayer Book of 1549 removed two points 
of doctrine, i.e. the mass as a sacrifice and the change of substance of the bread and wine at 
consecration. No matter how significantly Gardiner’s famous endorsement of this Prayer 
Book spoiled Cranmer’s intent, the fact remains that it was an important step in the 
process of making the Church of England purer in doctrine and practice. Scholars often 
hastily look at it from the position of the second Prayer Book and call the reader’s attention 
                                                          
64) Hume and Tyler, eds., CSP Span. 1547-1549 (London, 1912), p.219. (5 December 1547). 
65) Ibid., p. 340. In mid- 1548, the imperial ambassador still saw some hopeful signs. He reported that 
the council had issued an order that neither the preachers nor anyone else were to presume to say 
anything on religious affairs beyond what had been approved by the King and his council, the 
consequence of which was that mass was again celebrated in all the churches. Ibid., p. 273. The Order 
of Communion, which came out around this time, failed to repudiate Catholic Eucharistic doctrine, 
while accepting communion in both kinds. 
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to its unreformed character in comparison with its ‘superior’ successor. Having said this, it 
is simultaneously vital to note that the first Prayer Book anticipated the second Prayer 
Book from the outset. Judging from the speed with which the revision was made, there 
must have been a general understanding that the first Book served only a temporary 
purpose. Therefore there is little need to harmonise Cranmer’s stance during the Lords’ 
debate in which he rejected the real presence and his initiative in making the first Prayer 
Book that, as Gardiner suggested, could imply the doctrine of transubstantiation. Moreover, 
Cranmer was not given a free hand. Along with the influence of the current international 
situations, it was the opposition from the Catholic bishops that partly explains the 
compromised nature of the first Prayer Book. 
 Another cause of this difficulty in drawing a coherent picture of Cranmer’s stance during 
this period is a tendency of some historians to make the Archbishop’s ‘conversion’ more 
radical than our sources actually allow. This propensity is particularly evident among those, 
like C.W. Dugmore and Cardinal Gasquet, who speak highly of Laski’s ‘radical’ influence on 
Cranmer at Lambeth. It is not accurate to claim that Cranmer was infused with a dose of 
Zwinglian teachings by the Polish reformer, which would create a wider hiatus between 
Cranmer’s thinking and the nature of the first Prayer Book. In spite of strong oppositions 
from Catholic bishops, Cranmer, and of course Protector Somerset, controlled the debates 
fairly well, which is an impression given by the record of proceedings in the Lords’ debate. 
To sum up, Cranmer held a moderate view of the true presence doctrine embracing 
different tenets within this particular expression of the mode of the presence and, at least 
in the eyes of the Archbishop, was totally in tune with the views presented by continental 
reformers like Martyr and Laski whose positions have been regarded by some as more 
radical (i.e. Zwinglian) than they actually were.66) These divines seem to have known that 
the changes should yet be made but what they got was the best they could hope for under 
the present circumstances. 
 As Calvin wrote in his letter of 22 October 1548 to Somerset, there were two kinds of 
rebels the magistrates had to cope with: 
 
The one ar fantasticall people who under coulour of the gospel wolde sette all to 
confusion. The other ar stoubbourne people yn the supersticions of the anti-christ of 
Roome. They all to guyther do deserve to be well punysshed by the sword, which is 
comytted unto yow.67) 
 
                                                          
66) Referring to Martyr’s Eucharistic teachings, John Strype went further to the opposite extreme when 
he erroneously said that Cranmer was a cause in bringing Martyr to the true doctrine for, at his first 
coming to Oxford, he was a Papist or a Lutheran as to the doctrine of the presence. John Strype, 
Memorials of the Most Reverend Father in God Thomas Cranmer (Oxford, 1840), I, 370. 
67) Public Record Office SP 10, 5, fo. 25r. This contemporary translation covers fos. 23-9. Another 
translation is printed in Jules Bonnet, ed., Letters of John Calvin (New York, 1972), II, 182-98. 
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Late in 1548, the major opposition to the authority came from the Romanists. When a 
number of bishops and divines drawn from both the conservative and the reforming sides 
assembled at Chertsey and at Windsor in September in order to settle a uniform order of 
prayer, they were evidently confronted with a draft of Cranmer’s first Prayer Book and 
eventually gave their general assent to it.68) It is difficult to tell how much of Cranmer’s 
new realisation in his sacramental theology was incorporated into this Prayer Book. One 
difficulty Cranmer faced was the fact that he had to satisfy two somewhat contradictory 
demands, i.e. the liturgical book which reflected the Protestant understanding and the 
maintenance of unity in the realm. The entire proceedings on this issue seem to suggest 
that Somerset and Cranmer sought for a speedy recognition of the Prayer Book and tried to 
avoid some procedures from which severe disturbances were expected. Their failure to 
recognise the need for convocational approval of the Book is one indication of it.69) They 
might have thought that the general consent given by the bishops at the aforementioned 
meetings was sufficient. But as the remarks made by the bishop of Westminster, Thomas 
Thirlby, hint, these meetings served the purpose designed by the Lord Protector Somerset 
and the Archbishop.70) 
 On the first day of the Lords’ debate, Thirlby ‘advised the audience to vnderstand that the 
boke whiche was redde touching the doctrine of the supper was not agreed on among the 
Busshoppes but onely in disputacion…’.71) Although it may be too much to say that Thirlby 
was playing to a gallery from the House of Commons, he did plead the bishops’ 
‘innocence’.72) Earl of Warwick’s response echoed the government’s concern: ‘That it was a 
perilous worde spoken in that audience and thought hym worthie of displeasure that in 
suche a tyme when concorde is sought for wolde caste suche occasions of discorde among 
men.’73) In the beginning of the second day’s debate, Somerset, referring to the previous 
debate, disclosed his own understanding of the bishops’ meeting: ‘The bisshoppes 
consultacion was apoynted for unitie. The boke of theyre agreementes was redde. In 
Councelles though some consente not unto the thing yet by the most parte it is concluded. 
Onely the busshopp of Chechester refused to agree.’74) Thirlby’s exposure a little after gives 
                                                          
68) A.G. Dickens, The English Reformation (London, 1964), p. 218. 
69) I am aware of the opposing argument. For a brief discussion of this issue, see Gasquet and Bishop, 
Edward VI and the Book of Common Prayer, pp. 115-24. 
70) Gasquet and Bishop believe that this meeting was held in October (thus not the so-called Winsor 
Commission) and refer to John Burcher’s letter to Bullinger of October 1548. Ibid., p. 144. See also 
Robinson, ed., Original Letters relative to the English Reformation, II, 643. But Burcher in this letter 
simply reported that a synod of the bishops had been convoked by the government to cope with the 
contention roused by the recently-published Cranmer’s Catechism. 
71) British Library MS. Royal, 17B XXXIX, fo. 5r. 
72) Martyr reported to Bucer on 26 December: ‘Whence those who are in the lower house,…, go up every 
day into the higher court of parliament, not indeed for the purpose of voting, (for that they do in the 
lower house,) but only that they may be able to hear these sharp and fervent disputations.’ Robinson, 
ed., Original Letters relative to the English Reformation, II, 469. 
73) British Library MS. Royal, 17B XXXIX, fo. 5r. 
74) Ibid., fo. 5v. 
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us an idea as to what sort of agreement was reached among the bishops. It revealed the 
bishops’ understanding that the draft of the Prayer Book was not the final form since many 
things were wanting in the Book and it was agreed that they should be treated of 
afterwards. Thirlby also claimed that he had been strongly moved to agree by a desire to 
secure concord and unity at home.75) 
 Thirlby’s complaint seemed to be legitimate. Somerset and Cranmer appear to have made 
certain that the proposed Book would go through a smooth passage before its presentation 
at the parliament for debates. The current international situation called for the need to 
demonstrate the national consensus on the issue of the Eucharist. The account given by 
John ab Ulmis to Bullinger is not too far from the truth. He wrote: ‘’The emperor’s 
ambassadors arrived here the day before yesterday, with great pomp and display, as they 
thought. I do not affirm it for certain, (for it is only what I hear,) that they are desirous of 
presenting to the king of England their Interim, …’76) The shadow of the Interim was felt by 
the Catholic bishops, especially by Thirlby who along with Stephen Gardiner had been on 
an embassy to the Emperor and had just come back to England in mid-1548. A dialogue 
between Edward VI and Protector Somerset reported by john Burcher to Bullinger is an 
indication of this, although the Catholic response to the Interim must have been different 
from what Somerset and Cranmer intended under the guise of the national unity. The fact 
remains that the Interim cast a long shadow on the English scene. According to Burcher’s 
report, when the disputation (no doubt the reference to the Lords’ debate mentioned above) 
was ended, the Protector accosted the young King with an expression of his surprise: ‘How 
very much the bishop of Westminster has deceived my expectation.’ To this replied the 
King: ‘Your expectation he might deceive, but not mine.’ When the Protector inquired the 
reason, the King said, ‘I expected nothing else but that he, who has been so long time with 
the emperor as ambassador, should smell of the Interim.’77) 
 In spite of all the influences exerted by foreign divines like Martyr and Laski upon the 
Archbishop’s thinking, they were not directly involved in the making of the Prayer Book. 
Peter Martyr certainly bears witness to the Archbishop’s singular labour: ‘The labour of the 
most reverend the archbishop of Canterbury is not to be expressed. For whatever has 
hitherto been wrested from them [the Catholic bishops], we have acquired solely by the 
industry, and activity, and importunity of this prelate.’78) However, there is one clue which 
hints at a possible contribution to the proceedings of the debate in the 1548-9 parliament 
by Martyr. There exists a tract among the Royal manuscripts entitled ‘Of the Sacrament of 
thankesgeuing. A short treaties of Peter Martirs making’ which was translated and glossed 
                                                          
75) Gasquet and Bishop, Edward VI and the Book of Common Prayer, p. 132. 
76) Robinson, ed., Original Letters relative to the English Reformation, II, 383 (dated 27 November 
1548). 
77) Ibid., p. 646. This letter is dated 22 January 1549. 
78) Ibid., pp. 479-80 (Martyr to Bullinger, 27 January 1550). 
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with a ten-point outline for Somerset’s perusal.79) In the dedicatory letter to Somerset, 
written on 1 December (most likely in 1548), the translator entreated the Protector to 
defend the truths expounded in the treatise. In this tract, it was proclaimed that Christ 
‘doth verily fede the faithfull with his body and blude’ and transubstantiation was denied. 
Also repudiated were such Lutheran tenets as manducatio impiorum. We do not know how 
Somerset utilised this ten-point summary. As the main issue in the Lords’ debate was, as 
Somerset proclaimed on the first day’s opening, to ‘dispute whether breade be in the 
sacrament after the consecracion or not’, there is no reason to doubt the probability that 
the summary treatment of Martyr’s Eucharistic teaching had aided the Protector in his 
preparation before the debate.80) The Eucharistic view Cranmer and Somerset maintained 
during the debate corresponded to Martyr’s teaching. Along with Cranmer’s affirmation 
during the debate of the true presence position and his denial of manducatio impiorum, 
Martyr’s belief that there is no confusion of the substances of bread and wine with Christ’s 
body and blood was supported by Somerset with simple biblical citations.81) 
 On the other hand, the actual wordings of the Prayer Book were much more conservative, 
possibly reflecting Cranmer’s wide understanding of the true presence doctrine and the 
government’s sensitivity to the current international situations. The Book’s use of the 
Consultatio of Hermann von Wied, archbishop of Cologne, along with its heavy dependence 
upon the old Sarum rite, is well-known. The possible influence of the Lutheran Church 
Order, most likely that of Nuremberg, either directly or through the Consultatio, has been 
pointed out by some.82) The Prayer Book certainly gave such an impression to one of the 
Anglo-Zurichers, Richard Hilles. Writing to Bullinger, he said: ‘we have an uniform 
celebration of the Eucharist throughout the whole kingdom, but after the manner of the 
Nuremberg churches and some of those in Saxony; for they do not yet feel inclined to adopt 
your rites respecting the administration of the sacraments.’83) Hilles also added his own 
assessment of the current situation in relation to the conservative nature of the Prayer 
Book: 
 
Thus our bishops and governors seem, for the present at least, to be acting rightly; 
while, for the preservation of the public peace, they afford no cause of offence to the 
Lutherans, pay attention to your very learned German divines, submit their 
                                                          
79) British Library MS. Royal 17C. V. The outline is fos. 2r-9r. 
80) British Library MS. Royal 17B. XXXIX, fo. 1r. 
81) Ibid., fo. 7v. 
82) Parts of the Consultatio which influenced the first Prayer Book were drafted by Bucer. For a brief 
survey, see C. Hopf, Martin Bucer and the English Reformation (Oxford, 1946), pp. 94-8. Gasquet and 
Bishop made a much more valiant attempt to relate the words of institution in the communion service 
of the Prayer Book with the 1533 Kirchenordnungen of Brandenburg-Nuremberg. Gasquet and Bishop, 
Edward VI and the Book of Common Prayer, pp. 179-83. The suggestion is highly probable if we take 
into consideration the publication in the previous year of Catechismus, which originally was attached 
to the Kirchenordnungen. 
83) Robinson, ed., Original Letters relative to the English Reformation, I, 266 (dated 4 June 1549). 
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judgment to them, and also retain some popish ceremonies.84) 
 
Hilles’s interpretation of the situation failed to recognise the most crucial consideration 
given by the government during this period, namely its imperial rather than Lutheran 
policy. However, this letter did indicate that the Lutheran liturgical influence upon the 
Prayer Book was widely understood. Considering the fact that many Lutherans subscribed 
to the Interim, it could have been regarded by Cranmer as a ‘safer choice’. 
 
V. Martin Bucer’s arrival in England and its meaning 
 
 Bucer’s arrival in England in April 1549 could imply the gradual end to the government’s 
cautious imperial policy. This Strasbourg theologian not only refused the subscription to 
the Interim but was also one of the planners of a Protestant league involving England 
earlier in the decade. Therefore, the invitation of Bucer to England in fact carried much 
more risky implications than that of Martyr.85) 
 Thomas Cromwell’s fall and death had created a vacuum in England’s alliance diplomacy 
with German Protestant princes. To this vacuum Gardiner stepped in to promote an 
imperial alliance policy. The reason for his opposition to the Protestant alliance is described 
in his opinion given to Cromwell on the articles proposed at Schmalkalden as the basis for 
a league with England: ‘howe shal they, without the consent of the hed of ther Church, 
which is thEmperour, establish with us the agreement upon ther religion?’86) Gardiner’s 
mission of 1540-1 brought an agreement between Henry VIII and the Emperor, and the 
treaty was signed in February 1543 stipulating that, if either realm was invaded, they 
would stand against their common enemy. However, in late 1544 there was a move in 
England and Germany to promote a Protestant league, and Bucer seems to have played a 
key role in this endeavour. It was the time when Henry VIII became overconfident after the 
surrender of Boulogne, though the capture of the city turned out not so much of a triumph. 
Instead Henry VIII now had to cope with a new situation created by the peace treaty 
between Charles V and Francis I at Crépy.87) 
 This new scheme to align England with German Protestantism was not attempted by 
Henry VIII nor the Landgrave (Phillip of Hesse) but in what Max Lenz called ‘Kreise der 
Strassburger Reformfreunde’.88 ) In the process, the English ambassador, Christopher 
                                                          
84) Ibid. 
85) It was Thirlby who on his embassy to the Continent in April 1548 reported to William Petre and 
Somerset Bucer’s refusal to sign the Interim. William B. Turnbull, ed., Calendar of State Papers, 
Foreign Series, of the Reign of Edward VI, 1547-53 (London, 1861), pp. 19, 22. 
86) J.A. Muller, ed., The letters of Stephen Gardiner (Cambridge, 1933), p. 72 (dated middle of February 
1536). 
87) For details, see G. R. Elton, Reform and Reformation: England 1509-1558 (London, 1977), pp. 
304-10. 
88) Max Lenz, ed., Briefwechsel Landgraf Philipps des Grossmüthigen von Hessen mit Bucer (Leipzig, 
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Mundt, was deeply involved from the beginning. Then it was William Paget who showed 
sympathy with the scheme. Replying from Calais to Mundt’s report that German princes 
would be interested in entering a league with Henry VIII, Paget told Mundt, ‘Youe knowe 
myn affection that wayes’, adding that German princes would no doubt receive such an 
answer as should content them if they sent an ambassador to the King.89) Receiving Paget’s 
letter, Mundt, writing to Henry VIII, informed him that some leading men, hearing of the 
peace between the Emperor and the French king, had written to the Landgrave that they 
had feared some danger to the Protestants from this unexpected alliance. Mundt then 
added that the day after receiving Paget’s letter (i.e. on 12 December) he visited a person of 
authority whom he found in favour of an alliance between Henry and the Protestants, and 
who agreed to write to the Landgrave exhorting him to reconcile the minds of the other 
orders of the Schmalkaldic League to it.90) 
 This person of authority was none other than Bucer himself. So, immediately after the 
meeting with Mundt, Bucer wrote to the Landgrave and promoted the Protestant alliance 
with England, referring at the same time to the vain efforts of Gardiner and the Duke of 
Norfolk in their attempts to formulate an imperial alliance policy: 
 
Solte aber nachmals etwas freundtschafft und befordrung diesem könig von unsseren 
stenden begegnen, were zu verhoffen, das solichs solte das ubrige vom papstumb in 
Engeland gar aussfegen, dann allein der Vintoniensis und Hertzog von Nortford den 
König nach uffhalten, so die anderen herren alle und des von nortfords son selb (der 
Graf Surrey) nichs liebers dann furgang des Evangeli sehen. So haben auch diese 
zwen, die allein, den furgang des Evangeli zu verbieten, den könig in bundtnuss mit 
dem keiser pracht haven, nunmeer, weil diese bundtnuss nit so wol gerathen, das 
ansehen nit meer bei dem könig, das sie vor hatten.91) 
 
 Thus the invitation of Bucer could imply in the eyes of the imperial observers not just a 
bold step toward the reform, which Edwardian England had already taken, but also the 
siding with the Protestant alliance in Germany. Bucer, who had refused to sign the Interim, 
was regarded by the Emperor as an anathema to this imperial policy which was allegedly 
intended to encompass England in the form of an ‘English Interim’. The letter from Simon 
Renard, the new imperial ambassador, to the Emperor indicates the fear that the English 
had entertained. They were afraid, so reported by Renard, that the Emperor might declare 
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war against them. One of the reasons for this fear expressed by the English was that they 
might have incurred the Emperor’s displeasure by their reception of Bucer and Bernardino 
Ochino whom the Emperor had ousted.92) So it is not too much to say that the policy of 
alliance with German Protestant princes during the waning period of Cromwellian 
influence after his fall and death was taken up by Bucer and other ‘Strassburger 
Reformfreunde’ including Mundt in a way to counter Gardiner’s imperial alliance policy. 
Already in 1539 Bucer realised that Gardiner was the chief obstacle to England’s bid to 
receive Protestantism in England.93) 
 However, in 1549, the English government was extremely cautious not to offend the 
Emperor as their relationship with France and Scotland deteriorated. This attitude is 
clearly expressed in the embassy William Paget and Philip Hoby took to the Emperor in 
June in an attempt to form an amicable relationship with him. Paget met with Antoine 
Perrenot de Granvelle, Chancellor and chief adviser of Charles V, and received a favourable 
answer.94) In comparison with the situation in the late 1550s, the late 1540s after the 
Emperor’s victory at Muhlberg were a period of weakening German protestant influence. 
The English probably well understood that the league with defeated princes would not help 
their cause against France. But the invitation of Bucer to England seems to have carried at 
least a symbolic significance for the Protestant alliance. 
 It was not just the imperial ambassador who was alarmed by the arrival of Bucer. Anxiety 
felt by Zurich sympathisers has already been mentioned. In John Hooper’s words, Bucer 
was a third of such reformers, after Martyr and Ochino, who would ‘leave no stone 
unturned to obtain a footing’.95) While Hooper’s return to England in May 1549 might have 
extended the possibility of the range of reform to the left, thus to the reform patterned after 
Zurich’s example, Bulllinger’s influence was hardly visible before 1549 except in the 
publication of a few of his works. One such work entitled Two Epystles One of Henry 
Bullynger,…: Another of Jhon Caluyn,…: Whether It Be Lawfull for a Chrysten Man to 
Communycate or Be Pertaker of the Masse of the Papystes,…, printed in London in 1548, 
was actually Bullinger’s letter written in February 1541 to counter the teaching gradually 
permeating among the ‘congregacions of lowe dowchlande’ which claimed it as lawful for 
Christians to go to high mass. Against this Bullinger retorted that the Pope’s mass, be it 
high or low, could not be reckoned among indifferent things, adding that ‘yf the onlye 
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sacrifice of Christ once offryde for the synnes of the worlde/maketh the beleuers perfecte, 
what nede they in ther high masses/daylye to offer the bodye and blude of Christe for the 
synnes of the quycke and deade.’96) There is no clear evidence, however, to support the view 
that Bullinger’s writing, in spite of its timely publication, exerted any influence upon the 
compilation of the Prayer Book. In fact, the Prayer Book retained many features connected 
with the old mass including particular vestments, a prayer for the dead, etc. Bullinger’s 
influence could be described at best as atmospheric. If we are ready to admit any 
continental contributions to the Edwardian religious scene, they were made chiefly by 
those present at the scene in England rather than absent, a trend which basically 
continued to be true after 1549. 
 Prospects for advancement of the continental divines in England looked much better 
during Edward VI’s reign. Among them Peter Martyr tops the list. His close association 
with Archbishop Cranmer helped to solidify the latter’s conviction touching the doctrine of 
the true presence which he had lately adopted. Cranmer’s theological position on the 
Eucharist, which was in harmony with those held by visiting continental reformers, could 
actually cover a wide range of perception within the framework endorsing a spiritual 
presence, and thus denying manducatio impiorum, which extended from Bucer to Laski. 
Also clear is the fact that there existed considerably more agreement than so far recognised 
among these visiting theologians on the issue of the Lord’s Supper. Although the 
Archbishop’s relationships with the foreigners failed to enjoy its full effect because of, for 
example, the nation’s current imperial policies, the traces of influence by these divines are 
evident, most notably during the review period of the first Prayer Book. The Consensus 
Tigurinus (the Consensus of Zurich), recently agreed between Calvin and Bullinger to unify 
the Protestant churches on the doctrines of the Eucharist, had certainly given Cranmer a 
backbone for his work on the Prayer Book revision and for a very short period it seems to 
have served as the converging centre for the English Reformation. 
 However, political considerations still dominated the minds of policy-makers though still 
less obviously when compared to the Elizabethan period. Even the favoured position of 
Laski could be a result of the role he played during the negotiations with the German 
Lutherans. Heinrich Bullinger, in spite of his personal relationship with Anglo-Zurichers, 
failed to capitalise on the opportunity to influence the Edwardian reform. In fact, this 
special relationship ruined whatever little possibility was left to Zurich for an effective 
instillation of the Reformed doctrines and practices in the English soil. Nevertheless, the 
Edwardian period was a real chance for Reformed theologians residing in England. 
Although they basically remained as consultants and were largely not included among the 
rank of policy-makers, a good number of their opinions were nonetheless taken notice of. 
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With the premature death of Edward VI in July 1553 followed by the accession to the 
throne of Mary I, the continental reformers left England for the continent. 
